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THE GREEN SHEET 
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John M. Gaver III 
www.johngaver.com 

 
 
Kentucky Downs: September Meet 2017 
Second Day: Thursday, September 7, 2017 
Post Time: 1:25 P.M. Central 
Kentucky Downs Meet Stats: 10-1-2-1—10%W, 50% ITM 
 
Ellis Park Final Meet Stats: 256-68-49-52—27%W, 66%ITM 
Churchill Downs Spring 2017: 372-99-71-62—27%W, 62%ITM 
Keeneland Spring 2017: 141-41-23-23—29%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
The gray AIRCRAFT CARRIER creeps in for a tag for the first time for 
trainer Paul McGee, and this daughter of Mizzen Mast has finished in the 
money in three-of-five turf starts lifetime with her only poor effort coming 
in a “live” heat behind three next-out winners two starts back at a one-mile 
trip over Churchill’s Matt Winn Turf Course. She figures to get a good trip 
stalking the pace under Corey Lanerie and has handled wide post draws in 
the past; rates top billing. The homebred ETTALUSIVE finished well behind 
the top choice two starts back at Churchill Downs, but the daughter of 
Elusive Quality has useful turf form for trainer Rusty Arnold and will 
appreciate the extra 70 yards in distance this afternoon. She was the 
beaten favorite at Indiana Grand in her last start, but she was only beaten 
a length and change for all the money at an eight-furlong trip and was only 
a head off third behind next-out winner Gray Nicole; contender. The 
Florida-bred HEAVENLY KINGDOM is a first-time starter by 
Leroidesanimaux (Brz) out of a Sword Dance (Ire) mare that bred top and 
bottom to thrive on the lawn, and she attracts the services of jockey 
Florent Geroux, who rides this course extremely well. Negatives include 
this demanding grass setup can be taxing on a debut runner and trainer 
Brad Cox hits at a gaudy clip in just about every category except when his 
horses make their first start in the maiden claiming ranks. This isn’t a 
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deep race, however; demands your attention in the paddock and post 
parade—watch the tote board. IRON LILLY was game on debut at Ellis Park 
and while she steps up from the maiden $16K claiming ranks, this isn’t a 
tough heat for $75,000, and she just missed the win by a head and finished 
three lengths and change to the good of a next-out winner in that affair. 
Quality Road filly should be prominent early stretching out in distance and 
has plenty of upside making just her second career start. She’s 15-1 on the 
morning line; can bolster exotic payoffs.  
 
SELECTIONS: 11-8-9-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
The six-year-old HOLLYWOOD TALENT has won two-of-three turf starts 
lifetime and returns to the grass in this spot for trainer Brian Michael 
while dropping in class. Talent Search gelding was only a length and a half 
off the win in a $40K optional claiming/“two other than” allowance affair 
over a Tapeta synthetic surface in his last start at Presque Isle Downs, and 
he split a field of eight in a $101K stakes at the Pennsylvania oval two 
starts back. He has effective tactical speed, gets the services of Jon Court, 
and won his last start on this class level for fun. He’s stakes placed 
sprinting and won his only previous start over this tricky turf course. He’s 
an overlay at 6-1 on the morning line; synthetic-to-turf angle very 
playable. CURLINO gets a wide post draw but will make his first start off 
the claim for Hall of Famer Steve Asmussen, whose outfit wins at a solid 
clip in this situation. Five-year-old has excellent form in 2017 having 
placed in five-of-six starts this year and while he was haltered for a nickel 
out of his last start, he fits on the $10K starter allowance level. Asmussen 
and Ricardo Santana, Jr. teamed up with Snapper Sinclair ($6.20) to win 
yesterday’s Fasig-Tipton Turf Showcase Juvenile Stakes, and this fellow is 
eligible for further improvement making his third start off the sidelines; 
contender. SHIP DISTURBER has been razor-sharp in 2017 winning six-of-
10 starts, the last two while moving up in class for trainer Scooter Dickey. 
Bay son of Sky Mesa was in a bit over his head against a good field in his 
last start at Ellis Park for a quarter, and he slides into the $10,000 starter 
allowance ranks in this heat. He was unplaced in his only previous turf 
start but is bred (by Sky Mesa out of a More Than Ready mare) to handle 
grass, he has effective tactical speed, and jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. has 
been in the boot for his past two wins; foolish to slight his chances. MAN OF 
STATURE, who draws in off the also eligible list, is zero for his past 14, but 
the Texas-bred will make his first start for trainer Matt Shirer, whose 
outfit wins at a good clip off the claim. His form off the shelf is a bit dicey, 
he returns to the races off a brief freshening, and he caved on the front-end 
in his past two turf starts, but he does fit in this $10,000 starter allowance 
spot; more interested as the price increases. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-12-5-13 
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RACE THREE 
DREAMING OF J C only cost $22,000 as a weanling and has a sparse public 
work tab, but this Animal Kingdom colt out of a Henrythenavigator mare is 
bred top and bottom to relish the turf and hails from the barn of Wayne 
Catalano, whose outfit wins at a high-percentage first time out of the box 
and is adept with juvenile stock. Bay is sitting on a “bullet” half-mile breeze 
at Keeneland on August 31 in :47 flat; can pop at first asking. STORM 
PEAK draws in off the also eligible list and will make his first start for the 
Brad Cox barn, and this $165,000 son of Scat Daddy out of a Giant’s 
Causeway mare sports a very strong turf pedigree. I like that Florent 
Geroux is named for the assignment, and this fellow sports an extensive 
public work tab that is gap-free since early August; contender. SOUPER 
SMART will make his career debut for trainer Mark Casse in this six and a 
half-furlong sprint, and this son of Super Saver is out of the grade one 
stakes placed mare (on Polytrack) Be Smart and fetched $325,000 as a 
two-year-old in training back in March. He has a sharp half-mile gate work 
at Churchill Downs on August 7 in :47 2/5 and is sitting on a “bullet” four-
panel move in :48 1/5 on August 28; demands your attention in the 
paddock and post parade. HALLIE’S HERO is at well-bred son of City Zip 
that is bred to sprint on grass and will get that opportunity in her career 
debut for trainer Ben Colebrook. The Donamire homebred is out of a grade 
three stakes winning mare and has been training forwardly in Lexington in 
preparation for his career debut. Jockey James Graham knows this course 
well—don’t ignore. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-13-6-9 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
NEVER GROW OLD has only managed one win from five starts in 2017 and 
has never hit the board on turf, but he has been facing tougher rivals of 
late in New York and caught “yielding” ground in his turf debut at 
Keeneland back in the spring. Scat Daddy filly out of a Stagecraft (GB) 
mare is certainly bred to handle grass, and Saratoga shippers ran well on 
opening day in Franklin. Julio Garcia and Wesley Ward are a powerful 
jockey/trainer combination, and they teamed up to win yesterday’s Exacta 
Systems Juvenile Fillies Stakes with Ultima D ($8). She has a license to 
improve making the third start of her current form cycle; lots to like. 
WICKED LICK is a logical play dropping out of graded stakes company, and 
this chestnut filly sports good past turf form, especially if one draws a line 
through her effort in last year’s salty edition of the Jessamine Stakes 
(G3T) at Keeneland. She’s graded stakes placed on dirt and has a back-
class advantage, but she’s by Maclean’s Music out of a Dehere mare, and I 
have to question her ability to stay this mile and five-sixteenths trip based 
on her pedigree; likely for part, taking a stand against for top honors. 
DOWNTON KITTEN will make her stateside debut over the European-style 
turf course at Kentucky Downs after breaking her maiden right out the box 
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versus suspect company at Haydock back in the spring. Kitten’s Joy filly 
out of an Empire Maker mare is bred to stay this trip and has ben training 
for stamina in the A.M. for Eduardo Caramori, whose outfit hits at a 
respectable strike rate with horses returning to the races off extended 
layoffs. She attracts Julien Leparoux, is 10-1 on the morning line, and will 
get a ground-saving trip; threat at a square price. COCO CHANNEL sports 
solid form off a layoff, returns to the races fresh in this spot, and she gave a 
good account of herself in her last race at Indiana Grand, where she 
overcame a wide trip and rallied from off the pace to finish third of 11 at 
nearly 31-1. Well-bred filly (by English Channel out of a A.P. Indy mare) 
acts like she wants more ground and will get it this spot, and jockey Julie 
Burke booted home the longshot winner Vanilla Cat ($57.80) in 
yesterday’s second race; useful when spreading in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-4-1-11 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
The chestnut colt STORM RUNNER ran a big race on debut at Ellis Park 
despite his rider losing the whip in the stretch drive and the horse that 
beat him—John Tippman—came back to run second in yesterday’s Fasig-
Tipton Turf Showcase Stakes at odds of 15-1. Son of Get Stormy out of a 
Horse Chestnut (SAf) mare is bred to love the surface change to turf, and 
he will make his first start for trainer Dale Romans in this affair. He has all 
kinds of upside making his second career start and gets a more 
experienced rider this time around; choice. STRONG CURRENT improved 
when trying the turf and two-turns for the first time at Saratoga, but the 
horse that beat him in his last start—Trumpi—was unplaced in his next 
outing at Saratoga in the With Anticipation Stakes (G2T). $110,000 son of 
Orb is by a young sire that gets turf runners, and this fellow has room in 
the tank for improvement making his third career start. He’ll save ground 
on the fence under jockey Chris Landeros; contender. NETAS ran huge on 
debut in early August, unleashing a stout rally from off the pace to finish 
third of nine in a blanket finish in a one-mile turf affair, but I wonder how 
tough that maiden allowance heat at Gulfstream was on August 12. $85K 
son of Congrats will be tighter in his second career start, and I like the 
cutback to six and a half-furlongs with a one-mile race under his belt; 
threat. ONE THIRTY NINE went off favored on debut at Ellis Park 12 days 
ago, where he posted a mild, mid-pack rally to be third of nine, beaten 
three lengths for all the money. He gets wheeled back and stretches out 
around two-turns for the first time this afternoon, and he’s bred top and 
bottom (by Creative Cause out of a Devil’s Bag mare) to relish the extra 
ground; improvement likely. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-7-6 
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RACE SIX 
I’m not crazy about the wide post draw, but FROZEN HANNAH is the 
controlling speed of the race and will make her first start off the claim for 
trainer Mike Maker, whose barn wins at a solid rate in this type of 
scenario. E Dubai filly caved on the front end in her last start for $50K 
over the inner turf setup at Saratoga, but she’s a consistent filly that has 
finished in the money in nine-of-11 lifetime starts and is eligible to improve 
in her third start off the shelf. I like the rider switch to Jose Ortiz, Jr., who 
is fresh off a riding title at The Spa; choice, gate-to-wire. SENSITIVE was 
visually impressive when clearing the “a other than” condition at Ellis 
Park two starts back in her first start for trainer Brad Cox, and she drops 
out of the Pucker Up Stakes (G3T) this afternoon. Divine Park filly was 
only beaten four lengths and change in the aforementioned stakes in 
Chicago despite having a wide trip, and if you draw a line through her 
effort in Belmont’s Chesley Flower Stakes last fall over “good” going at a 
one-turn mile trip, her form looks double-tough. Geroux and Cox teamed up 
to win today’s opener with the first-time starter Heavenly Kingdom 
($6.60); contender. POUR GIRL has good lifetime turf form, always 
provides value at the betting windows, and ran a big race in her last start 
at Ellis Park, where she unleashed a bold rally from off the pace and just 
missed the useful Flying Tipat by a neck on the wire at nearly 10-1. Draw 
lines through her efforts in the $50K Ellis Park Turf Stakes and the off-the-
turf start in the slop, and her form is much more appealing. She gets 
reunited with jockey Declan Cannon this afternoon; threat at a price. SHES 
A TRUE BEAUTY draws in off the also eligible list for trainer Dallas 
Stewart, and this chestnut daughter of Yes It’s True has placed in 60 
percent of her turf starts lifetime and won her only start over the 
undulating Kentucky Downs course. Five-year-old was only two lengths 
and change off the win in her last turf start hooking arguably tougher 
company at Saratoga, and she’s at her best on the weeds at this flat mile 
trip. Jockey change from Geroux to Bridgmohan noted; contender in a 
contentious heat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-8-10-13 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
AMERICA’S TALE ran big on debut at Ellis Park back in mid-July, where 
she was on the wrong end of a win photo in a six-furlong dirt sprint, and 
this $100,000 daughter of Gio Ponti is bred to love the surface change to 
turf in this spot for trainer Bernie Flint, whose outfit wins at a gaudy 
percentage with maidens making their second start. She comes into this 
heat fresh, and I like that jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. stays put; gets the 
nod. The South Florida invader AMERICAN FROLIC has never run a poor 
race sprinting on the grass for trainer David Fawkes, and the daughter of 
Blame is bred to love the slight furlong stretch out to six-panels. She 
should get a great stalking trip under jockey Tyler Gaffalione, who booted 
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home a pair of winners on the opening day program; contender. The 
homebred HEAVENLY LOVE is a bay daughter of Malibu Moon out of the 
graded stakes winning mare Darling My Darling and is a half-sister to the 
graded stakes winning filly Forever Darling. She overcame an awkward 
start in her career debut for Mark Casse to finish a well-beaten third, but 
she has plenty of upside making just her second career start. Her pedigree 
is more two-turn dirt oriented, but Malibu Moon can get a turf horse. I like 
the rider change to Julien Leparoux; improvement is likely. GIRL’S NIGHT 
draws in off the also eligible list for the Ward barn, but this free wheeling 
daughter of Dunkirk has a pronounced tendency to spit the bit in the 
stretch drive. She clearly has plenty of natural speed, and I like that the 
blinkers come off with hopes of getting her to switch off a bit early to save 
something for the finish. The best effort of her career to date was over a 
“fast” dirt surface; hangs on for a minor placing with a top effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-3-8-14 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
The consistent filly TRIPLE CHELSEA hit the gate at the start and took an 
awkward step at the eighth-pole but still managed to finish third, beaten 
just a length and change for all the money, in her first start off a three-
month layoff in her last race at Arlington Park. She’ll be tighter this time 
around for trainer Tony Granitz, and she won her lone start over this 
course last September at the six and one half-furlong trip. She has a 
versatile running style which will help her overcome the wide post draw, 
and I like the rider switch to Corey Lanerie; choice. PRINCESS PRINCESS 
was the beaten chalk in her first start for trainer Brad Cox at Elis Park, but 
she was defeated by a nice filly in Frozen Hannah and had traffic issues in 
the race. I love the cutback in distance to this six and a half-furlong trip, as 
she just missed winning the $102,000 Alywow Stakes at Woodbine last 
summer in her only previous turf sprint start. She has effective tactical 
speed; fires fresh. SEEKING TREASURE has finished in the money in two-
of-three lifetime starts over the local course and while she’s a mere one for 
her past 18, she does drop down in class in this spot off her past four 
starts, leads the field in career earnings, and is stakes placed on the grass; 
threat. GILDED LILY hasn’t been seen at the races since mid-April and will 
make her turf debut over an unorthodox course, but the daughter of 
Speightstown out of an A.P. Indy mare is bred to love the grass and both 
her off the board finishes were against stakes company. She has been firing 
“bullets” in the A.M. at Churchill’s Trackside facility for the Maker barn, 
and jockey Tyler Gaffalione picks up the mount; synthetic-to-turf angle has 
appeal.  
 
SELECTIONS: 11-12-8-7 
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RACE NINE—Old Friends Stakes 
The gray ONE MEAN MAN is winless from eight starts this year after 
winning 60 percent of his races in 2016, but he has come to hand this 
summer for trainer Bernie Flint, and he’ll get a ground-saving trip from the 
one-hole. Mizzen Mast colt is coming off a game second place finish behind 
Flatlined in a $50K stakes at Ellis Park in his last start, and that rival 
came back to be a good second in yesterday’s $400K Tourist Mile Stakes. 
Hard-knocking fellow is a multiple stakes winner on the turf, seems to be 
sitting on a big effort, and is 12-1 on the morning line; has the looks of an 
overlay. Queen’s Plate hero SIR DUDLEY DIGGES tends to run well fresh 
and returns to the races off a near two-month hiatus in this spot, and he 
drops out of graded stakes company into this restricted black-type affair 
for trainer Mike Maker. I like that he turns back in distance off his past 
two races, and he is a consistent horse that has placed in 12-of-17 lifetime 
starts; contender. CHOCOLATE RIDE is another entrant that comes into 
this mile and 70-yard test fresh, and the seven-year-old veteran is a scant 
neck shy of winning his past three starts off the shelf. On the down side, 
this guy is a Fair Grounds grass specialist whose two wins this year have 
come in high-end allowance company, and he was fourth behind the top 
choice in his last start when he went off favored at Indiana Grand in the 
$100,000 Warrior Vet Stakes. He responds to Florent Geroux’s handling, 
however; can’t toss him and feel good about it. THATCHER STREET has 
been off form this year, but he’s a consistent turf horse that has placed in 
an impressive 15-of-20 grass starts lifetime and drops in class out of 
graded stakes company for trainer Ian Wilkes, whose barn sent out Res 
Ispa ($17.60) to win the sixth race on the card. He’s a healthy 8-1 on the 
morning line; back class makes him a factor. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-11-12 
 
 
RACE TEN 
The $650,000 War Front filly FREEDOM ran like she needed her last start 
off a lengthy layoff for trainer Billy Mott, where she settled in mid-pack, 
made a solid middle move, and flattened out in the stretch drive facing 
maidens at Saratoga on July 29. She’ll be much tighter this time around— 
and will have to be stretching out to a mile and five-sixteenths trip—and 
she’ll be forwardly placed in a race without a lot of early speed signed on—
always a good angle. She’s bred to stay the trip and is improving; gets the 
nod in a competitive nightcap. The homebred MANY WATERS sports solid 
English form and will make her stateside debut for trainer Wesley Ward 
with Lasix. This mile and five-sixteenths trip should be right in her 
wheelhouse, as a majority of her races in England have been at distances 
from a mile and a quarter to a mile and a half. I’m loving the 8-1 morning 
line installment; contender. SAPPHIRE JUBILEE hit her best stride too late 
in her last start at an eight-furlong trip at Indiana Grand and acts like she 
will appreciate the stretch out in this spot. Daughter of Northern Afleet 
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hooked a next-out winner in the aforementioned race and will wear 
blinkers or the first time in this spot for the Mike Maker outfit; lots to like. 
RED DANE (ITY) was a non-factor when the real running started when 
stretching out to a mile and three-eighths trip in her last start, but she may 
not have cared for Saratoga’s inner turf configuration, as her prior grass 
form is pretty solid. She comes into this heat fresh, but her past form off 
the shelf is spotty; may be a start away for her best effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-4-8   
  


